
Wordpress, Solution for Your CMS Need 

 

CMS is truly an answer for our question about how to make website easily without learning 

some programming or HTML coding. And from other CMS platforms outside there, WordPress 

is the solution for your CMS need in making website for any purpose. WordPress is the most 

used CMS in the world, and you will know why in these points below. 

1. Easy to Use 

The first thing to note, also the most important thing to look out in CMS platform is 

how easy the CMS for us to use. We use CMS because we don’t really know the 

programming language or HTML code, so of course we want some easy-to-use 

platform. WordPress is the easy-to-use platform that we search for; from the website 

making, content management, until SEO management. It’s not exaggerate to say; if 

you familiar with Microsoft Office and actively browse about website-based-

WordPress, you can master WordPress easily. 

 

2. SEO Friendly 

SEO is one of the important element to manage in website-making, especially when 

you make website for business and other professional purpose. We don’t want the 

website that we poured our heart into is going to the downhill as the viewer count is 

not as much as we expected. WordPress make make it possible to our website to be 

found faster in search engine, as the keyword will help our content appear in the 

higher rank than other CMS platform.  

 

3. Open Source 

This open source means WordPress is easy to access for anyone to use the platform 

for any purposes, such as business, personal blog, news portal, company website, etc. 

This also enable you to add other administrator to help manage your website better. 

And this can be an answer for you if you don’t have enough time to write all the 

content, as you can hire writer to write in your website. 

 

4. Superb Features 

WordPress give us so many superb features that can help you enhance your website 

in various aspects. You can insert some interesting images or related links, also 

arrange the composition of your content. WordPress also provide some cool themes 

that will boost your website appearance in the first look. Moreover, this CMS platform 

offer you some plugins that will help you maximize your website such as SEO plugin, 

security plugin, social media plugin, etc. 

 

5. WordPress Community  

The last but not least, WordPress has its large community that enable you to connect 

and communicate with each other. As the world’s largest CMS platform, many user 

join in its community and sharing about their website or problems that they face while 



running the website. This community will help you to consult and ask for opinion other 

user who maybe encounter the same problem or challenge that you face. 

 

So those are the reasons why WordPress is the best CMS that you can use for making your 

website. I hope this article can help you choose the right CMS platform and make your best 

website as soon as possible! 

 


